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Panel description 
Whilst international student mobility/migration (ISM) has been growing massively in the last two decades, migratory 
movements connected to educational objectives have been taking place in a rather challenging societal context. 
From the severe financial crisis of 2007-2008, to the advance of populist and nationalistic forces in the political arena, 
Brexit, increased refugee flows, the Covid-19 pandemic and, more recently, the geopolitical turmoil resulting from 
the Russian invasion of Ukraine and its dire effects on the economy, ISM has been affected in numerous and complex 
ways. For instance, the expansion of nationalistic discourses coupled with the election of right-wing governments 
has led to more restrictive migration policies that often render migration for educational purposes more difficult, 
and in several countries in Europe political discussions started on restricting the number of incoming European 
students. Moreover, during the Covid-19 pandemic crisis, generalised border closures have brought mobility and 
migration to a halt. Inflation and the subsequent loss of purchasing power are reigniting discussions on the elitist 
nature of ISM, now seen even more as a privilege reserved to those few who can afford increasingly costly tuition, 
accommodation and general living expenses.  

Aligned with the idea of ‘unsettling events’ introduced by Kilkey and Ryan (2020) , defined as “transformations on 
the structural level that have implications on the individual level in ways that provoke a re-evaluation of migration 
projects”, we invite scholars engaged in ISM research to reflect upon the impact of such events not only on migration 
experiences but also on wider migration processes, flows, experiences and policies. Research topics can include, but 
are not restricted to:  

- analyses of specific ‘unsettling events’ and the way they transformed ISM.
- comparative approaches to ISM in the framework of ‘unsettling events’, highlighting differences between

specific contexts.
- analyses of the impact of ‘unsettling events’ in terms of inequalities in ISM.
- experiences of international students and how they were affected by ‘unsettling events’, especially in the

case of vulnerable and racialised groups. 
- empirically based reflections on the lessons learnt for ISM from ‘unsettling events’ at institutional and policy

levels.

Please send your abstract (max. 250 words) together with the corresponding name and affiliation of the author(s) 
to Thais França: thais.franca@iscte-iul.pt before November 23, 2022, at 23:59 CET. We will inform all authors if 

their abstract is accepted to this panel before November 30. 
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